Network Share Setup Guides

This page contains links to guides on how to connect to network shares from various devices.

Login to continue reading

Related articles

- What methods can I use to connect to a network drive from off-campus (DATASTORE, Cabinet, Jade etc)?
- How do I connect to a network drive like Cabinet, Jade or Datastore from an Android device?
- Email client set up guides
- How to enable Wi-Fi on your device
- How do I mount a network drive like Cabinet, Jade or Datastore on a Mac?
- Email limits for Office 365
- How do I access my DATASTORE storage on a Windows computer?
- How do I mount a network drive like Cabinet, Jade or Datastore on an iOS 13 (or up) device?
- How do I connect to uofs-public Wireless Network?
- How do I connect to the uofs-secure Wireless Network
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